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The present invention relates to a new and improved 
flexible hair screen for protecting a woman's hair while 
she sleeps, drives, bathes, or is otherwise engaged in an ac 
tivity which would otherwise tend to disarrange her hair. 
The present-day hair styles are tending to become more 

and more intricate and to become more and more sus 
ceptible to disarrangement. However, because these new 
hair styles, for the most part, must be set in a beauty shop 
and therefore involve relatively expensive operations, it is 
of utmost importance to most women, for their hair, once 
Set, to remain So for an appreciable time. 

Specifically, when in bed with her head resting on a 
pillow, a woman's hair tends to become disarranged, so 
that even after the first night following a costly and time 
consuming hairset, she is likely to find her hair straggly, 
crushed and disordered. 
The hair screen of the present invention is especially 

conceived to counteract situations such as outlined in 
the preceding paragraph. That is, the hair screen of the 
present invention is particularly intended to protect the 
elaborate present-day hair styles, for all the normal ac 
tivities of the wearer, including sleeping, driving, bathing, 
shopping and so on. 
The hair screen to be described may be composed, for 

example, of a stiff, resilient mesh material; such as water 
proofed plasticized nylon mesh, which is shaped to fit 
closely, but not too firmly to the hair. This particular 
material renders the hair screen light in weight, cool and 
comfortable to wear, and easily washable. Also, such a 
hair screen is firm, and it has no tendency to flatten, even 
through temporarily pressed in when the head is on the 
pillow, for example, it quickly fills out again. 
The above characteristics of the hair screen of the pres 

ent invention contrast with the usual prior art hair pro 
tective devices, such as wrap-around turbans, which are 
not only hot and uncomfortable, but also have a tendency 
to flatten and crush the hair. 
As will be described, the improved configuration of ap 

plicant's unique hair screen, and its resilient mesh con 
stituency, provides an article which has no binding ten 
dencies; which contains and immobilizes the hair, regard 
less of the head position, without crushing or flattening. 

In the fabrication of a presently preferred embodiment 
of the improved hair screen of the invention, the mesh 
material is first cut on the bias, and it is then shirred to 
draw it in on the top and botton, providing a hood-shaped 
article with an open top and bottom. This provides the 
desired hair-encompassing configuration. The article is 
then provided with a binding formed of plastic or cotton, 
for example, at the edges of the open top and bottom. 
An important feature of the improved hair screen of the 

invention is its adjustability, not only to different head 
sizes, but also to any particular contour of the hair style 
to be protected. This provides a wide flexibility, in that 
a single universal size of hair Screen constructed in ac 
cordance with the concepts of the invention will fit any 
head size, large, Small or medium. w 

Also, a unique feature of the hair screen of the inven 
tion is the provision of a flexible metallic wire which is 
inserted in the upper binding. This wire allows the upper 
edge of the hair screen to be pleated to cause the hair 
screen to be drawn smooth over the hair, regardless of 
the contour or shape of the hair style. This permits the 
wearer to draw the hair screen snug over her hair, with 
out any bulge or other irregularities in its surface. There 
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2 
fore, when the hair screen of the invention is adjusted 
into place over the hair of the wearer, there is no tendency 
for the article to bulge. In addition, the lower binding 
acts as a head band, fitting snugly around the nape of the 
neck of the wearer, under the ears and just under the hair 
line. Therefore, the lower binding obviates any tendency 
for the hair screen to ride up the back of the head. 
The embodiment of the hair screen of the present in 

vention to be described is provided with an upper and a 
lower pair of fasteners at the front of the article. These 
fasteners are intended to be folded over one another, first 
the lower pair and then the upper pair, as will be de 
Scribed, and to be drawn over the front of the hair with 
the desired degree of Snugness. The fasteners of each 
pair are fastened together by any convenient fastening 
means. A preferred fastener for this purpose is the type 
comprising two strips of material, one provided with a 
multiplicity of small plastic hooks and the other with a 
pad-like substance, such as spun nylon. The hooks of 
the first strip engage and seize into the pad of the second 
Strip when the two strips are pressed together, thus form 
ing a firm bond between the two strips. Fasteners of this 
type are known to the art, and are presently being mar 
keted, for example, under the trade name “Velcro.” 
When the hair screen is in place, with the lower and up 

per pairs of fasteners drawn together and fastened, the 
hair screen is held firmly and securely in position by the 
lower binding. The lower binding extends arouud the 
nape of the neck, under the ears, and across the forehead, 
so that the hair screen won't ride up in the back of the 
wearer's head or droop down in the front. As described, 
the hair screen is drawn smooth and Snug over the hair 
by deforming the flexible metal wire in the top binding 
after the bottom and top pairs of fasteners have been 
fastened, so as to pleat the top binding and reduce its cir 
cumference. 
Another feature of the hair screen to be described is 

the extension of the top binding and of the flexible metal 
lic wire down the forward edge of each of the flaps. This 
provides added stability for the article, and prevents the 
flaps from becoming tangled and enmeshed in the hair 
while the hair screen is being set in place. 
A general object of the invention, therefore, is to pro 

vide an improved and unique hair screen which is light 
and comfortable to wear, and which can be conveniently 
and simply fitted to all hair styles and head sizes. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 
come apparent from a consideration of the following 
specification in conjunction with the accompanying draw 
ing, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a front view of a hair screen fabricated 

in accordance with the concepts of the invention, and 
with the front integral flaps in an open position; 
FIGURE 2 is a sectional view, substantially on the line 

2-2 of FIGURE 1, and showing a flexible metallic wire 
which is mounted within the binding of the hair screen 
of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 illustrates a first step in the fitting of the 

hair screen of the invention over the hair of a wearer; 
FIGURE 4 illustrates a second step in which the front 

integral flaps of the hair screen of the invention are 
folded over one another and fastened in place; 
FiGURE 5 is a sectional view, substantially on the line 

5–5 of FIGURE 4, and showing the manner in which 
the integral flaps of FIGURE 4 are fastened to one 
another; - 

FIGURE 6 illustrates a subsequent operation in which 
the metallic wire in the top binding of the hair screen 
of the invention is pleated and deformed so as to draw 
the hair screen taut over the hair of the wearer; and 
FIGURE 7 shows the hair screen of the invention in 
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place on the head of the wearer in its hair-protective 
position. 
The hair screen 0 illustrated in the drawing is com 

posed of a resilient mesh material. As noted, the mate 
rial is shirred at the top and bottom thereof to provide a 
hooded head-encomapssing configuration. The hair 
screen 10 has an open top and an open bottom. The hair 
screen includes a pair of integral flaps 12 and E4 at the 
front thereof. 
A binding 6 composed, for example, of plastic, cotton 

or other suitable material, is sewed around the edge of 
the open top of the hair screen 6, and the binding ex 
tends down the front edge of the flap 32 and down the 
front edge of the flap 14. 

In accordance with a feature of the invention, a flexible 
metallic wire 8 is supported in the binding 16, so that 
the wire extends around the top edge of the hair screen 
it, and down the forward edge of the flap 12, and down 
the forward edge of the flap 14. 
The hair screen 0 also includes a binding 29 which, 

likewise, may be composed of plastic, cotton or other 
suitable material, and the binding 20 extends around the 
bottom of the hair screen, 
A top fastener strip. 22a is sewn, or otherwise affixed, 

to the upper edge of the flap 4; and a mating top fastener 
strip 22b is sewn, or otherwise affixed, to the upper edge 
of the flap 12. Likewise, a lower strip fastener 24a is 
sewn, or otherwise affixed to the lower corner of the flap 
14, and a mating lower strip fastener 24b is sewn, or 
otherwise affixed to the lower corner of the flap 2. 
As mentioned above, the strip fasteners 22a and 24a 

may each include a multiplicity of minute plastic hooks, 
and the strip fasteners 22b. and 24b may each be formed 
of a suitable material to be engaged and seized by the 
hooks, when the strips are pressed together, as shown in 
FIGURE 5. 
The hair screen 16 may be formed of a plasticized 

nylon mesh, for example. When the hair screen is formed 
of such a material, it has the desired resilient character 
istics, and it is also light and cool to wear, and easily 
washable. The flexible metallic wire 8 may be, for 
example, a thin aluminum wire having a diameter of .03 
inch. The flexible wire is sewn into the binding 16 and, 
as mentioned, it may be bent and pleated to further the 
adjustability of the hair screen of the invention in the 
described manner. 
As shown in FIGURE 3, the hair screen 10 of the in 

vention has a cap shape. As a first operation in putting 
on the hair screen 0, the flaps 12 and 14 are opened, and 
the hair screen is placed on the head, like a cap, and 
drawn up over the hair from behind the head. The bot 
tom edge of the hair screen is first tucked under the hair 
in the back before it is brought up over the head so that 
the lower binding 20 engages the nape of the neck. The 
hair screen is then moved up over the hair to the posi 
tion shown in FIGURE 3, and the flaps 2 and 14 are 
fitted on the forehead and folded over one another to 
the position shown in FIGURE 4 so that the lower bind 
ing 20 crosses the forehead just under the hairline. The 
bottom fasteners 24a and 24b are first pressed against one 
another to fasten the lower edges of the flaps in place, 
So that the lower binding 20 extends tightly around the 
nape of the neck, under the ears and across the forehead. 
This holds the hair screen firmly in place, and readies it 
for the next step. Then, the upper fasteners 22a and 22b 
are pressed together to fasten the upper portion of the 
flaps, after the hair screen 10 has been drawn relatively 
Snugly over the contour of the particular hair style of the 
Weare. 

Then, as shown in FIGURE 6, the flexible wire 18 in 
the upper binding 16 is bent and configured with the 
fingers to pleat the upper binding 16 and to reduce the 
circumference of the upper edge of the hair screen. This 
latter adjustment, in conjunction with the adjustment 
prior to fastening the top fasteners 22a, 22b, permits the 
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'hair screen to be drawn smooth and snug over the hair 
of the wearer, so as to be free of bulges and the like. 

After the above described adjustments have been made, 
and as shown in FIGURE 7, the hair screen of the inven 
tion is fitted neatly and smoothly over the hair of the 
wearer. The article is now in a position to protect the 
hair in that it compietely encompasses the hair so as to 
immobilize it, and yet has no tendency to flatten or press 
against the head. As shown, the hair screen of the inven 
tion is firmly held in place, without any tendency to ride 
up or down, due to the cap-like shape of the article, and 
the firm engagement of the lower binding 20 around the 
neck and forehead of the wearer. 
The invention provides, therefore, an improved hair 

screen which is preferably formed of a light waterproofed 
resilient mesh material to be light and comfortable to 
wear. The improved hair screen of the invention is most 
advantageous in that it can be quickly and conveniently 
fitted to all head sizes, and to all hair styles, regardless 
of the contours thereof. 
While a particular embodiment of the invention has 

been shown and described, modifications may be made, 
and it is intended in the claims to cover all such modifi 
cations as fall within the spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A hair screen including a body portion having a 

top edge and a bottom edge and composed of a resilient 
mesh material shirred at the top and bottom edges there 
of to provide a hooded head-encompassing configuration, 
integral flaps formed at the front of said body portion to 
be folded over one another to a closed condition so as 
to fit the hair screen in place on the head of the wearer; 
releasable fastener means mounted on said flaps releas 
ably to hold the flaps in a closed condition; a binding 
formed around the top edge of Said body portion; and a 
flexible metallic wire supported in said binding around 
the top edge of the body portion and being capable of 
being configured so as to pleat the top edge of the body 
portion and draw the hair screen snugly around the hair 
of the wearer. 

2. The hair screen of claim 1 in which said binding 
around the top edge of the hair screen extends down the 
forward edge of each of said flaps, and in which said 
flexible metallic wire likewise extends down the forward 
edge of each of said flaps. 

3. A cap-like hair screen including a body portion 
composed of a resilient mesh material having an upper 
edge and a lower edge and shaped at the upper and lower 
edges thereof to provide a hooded head-encompassing 
configuration, integral flaps formed at the front of said 
body portion to be folded over one another to a closed 
condition. So as to fit the hair screen in place on the 
head of a Wearer; an upper and a lower pair of releasable 
fasteners mounted on said flaps respectively adjacent the 
upper and lower edges of said body portion; an upper 
and a lower binding respectively formed around the 
upper and lower edges of said body portion; and a flex 
ible metallic wire supported in said upper binding around 
the upper edge of said body portion and capable of be 
ing configured so as to pleat the upper edge of said body 
portion and draw the hair screen snugly around the hair 
of the wearer. 

4. The hair screen of claim 3 in which said lower bind 
ing firmly engages the nape of the neck and the fore 
head of the wearer when the hair screen is in position 
firmly to hold the hair screen on the head of the wearer. 

5. A hair Screen composed of a mesh material includ 
ing a body portion having a top edge and having a hooded 
head-encompassing configuration; said hair screen having 
integral flaps each having a top edge and a bottom edge 
formed at the front of said body portion to be folded 
Over one another to a closed condition to fit the hair 
Screen in place on the head of a wearer; releasable 
fasteners on said flaps releasably to hold the same in a 
closed condition, each of said releasable fasteners com 
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prising a pair of strips, one of the strips of each pair 
having a multiplicity of hooks formed therein and the 
other Strip of each pair being formed of a material cap 
able of being engaged and seized by said hooks when 
the strips are pressed together, one of said pair of strips 
being disposed adjacent the bottom edge of said flaps and 
the other of said pair of strips being disposed adjacent 
the top edge of said flaps; and a flexible metallic wire 
supported around the top edge of said body portion and 
being capable of being configured so as to pleat said body 
portion and draw the hair screen snugly around the head 
of the wearer. 

6. A hair screen including a body portion having a 
top edge and a bottom edge and having a hooded head 
encompassing configuration, integral flaps formed at the 
front of said body portion to be folded over one another 
to a closed condition so as to fit the hair screen in place 
on the head of the wearer; releasable fastener means 
mounted on said flaps releasably to hold the flaps in a 
closed condition; a binding formed around the top edge 
of said body portion; and means supported in said binding 
around the top edge of the body portion and being cap 
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able of pleating the top edge of the body portion to draw 
the hair screen snugly around the hair of the Wearer. 
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